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 If you don't use the MPS virtual tutoring, please let us know what keeps you from using it? 

did not need to use, understood the material 

don't really need it 

have to babysit my nephew and the time he gets picked up would be when the tutoring is over 

I don't have question 

I grasped all information needed during class hours 

I haven't needed it so far 

If I understand what I'm having trouble with (enough to know what to ask), I feel like I merely need to review the chapter/section catch up. I believe that's what I 
must do instead of seeking tutoring and wasting someone's time. 

no needed 

 
 

What do you like about the MPS program (“Other - Please Specify” responses) 

Additional sources to help with the material 

Mr. S was also an amazing professor! 

Overall very helpful. 



Professor was available for before & after class discussions 

student centered teaching 

 
 

What suggestions do you have to better engage students in group work via Zoom breakout rooms? 

A review worksheet before class ends and then move onto the groupwork &/or icebreakers 

ask for each others' contact information, and schedule another meeting for you and your team member to finish the group work. 

Ask questions! 

Assign groups 

being able to hold other students in the group accountable for doing their part in the homework or attending the breakout 

break the ice a little, start off slow getting to know each other and then begin to engage in the course work. 

Breaking the ice in a break room allows people to feel welcomed and part of the group. This will help people participate more. 

cameras on 

dock participation points if people do not help in group work. continue to go from group to group as a professor and check who is engaging or not. 

Don't have any suggestions, this class is perfect and the professor is great. 



Ensure that students have something to work on when in break out rooms. 

Everything was great 

Give extra credit for group leaders and give each group a different problem and have them explain to the class. Change group leaders each class. 

good 

Group of people work on one question from the homework to make sure everyone understands the problem.  

Have a bigger group like a group of 4 

have everyone do their own work 

have everyone work on problems together and have everyone ask any questions. Also assigning 1-2 leaders for they can go around helping others or 
getting the group started 

I feel a focus on applications and word problems would help a lot more. 

I have no idea. 

I think it is up to the people in the breakout rooms, it really depends and I don't think there is a way to promote engaging. 

I think we could divide up problems in the textbook and have each breakout room responsible to complete a few problems and then share our 
answers 

I would eliminate it altogether. Most students never want to work together, and often will stay completely muted until  the professor, tutor or 
counselor appears, when they suddenly "turn on" for a minute and act like they're working together and doing fine until the "supervisor" leaves. 

in my experience, there seemed to be a core group of us in the class that actually engaged in group work during breakout sessions. having that group 
of classmates made the breakout rooms very useful. I do not have any suggestions / know how to improve / increase engagement in breakout sessions 



Individual work options 

It would be good to try to have students explain the processes, while working through problems, so other students may catch any issues. Having 
students try to teach others, is a good means of checking learning as well as making sure they understand the material. 

Just encourage people even if they don’t know what to do. They people know it’s okay to be wrong. 

lab partners for stats and small group sizes for pre-calc 

letting people to choose breakout room 

More directions throughout the breakout rooms sections 

My class didn't do many breakout rooms so I don't know. 

no suggestions, group work seems fine 

No, I am good. I like my group 

none, its great 

not sure 

Not sure, maybe everyone should have there cameras on?? 

oh, this must change. More control on who is going to work and who is not. JOb need to be required by each component and is not recommended to 
have people who want to work on their own (because of previous bad experiences) 

some people should be thought to be patient with other 



Somehow get the students in the breakout room to actually talk and work together. 

Splitting work 

there is nothing I can come up with at the moment. But going through some problems during class and making participation nessecary can help. 

This is complete hit or miss, its like group projects... if you get a good group its the greatest but if you get a bad group its useless.  

To have some questions, so the breakout room won't be dry. 

TO HAVE US TRY PROBLEMS BY SHARING OR SCREENS, OR DOING GROUP BREAKOUTS 

Turn on the video 

 

 

Do you have any other comments or suggestions for the MPS program? 

 I appreciate the MPS program 

Amazing program! 

Great Program and I recommend it to many other students. 

groupwork is only helpful when there isn't too much people in one group. There are students who never participate in groupwork, yet still get credit 
the whole quarter. 

I don't think I can think of any other comments or suggestions. 



I enjoyed being in the program :) 

I enjoyed this class and learned a lot thanks to the MPS program! 

I feel like the quiz grading are a bit harsh, and it looks like we are being graded for showing work on exams which seems a bit harsh 

I love the MPS program. I would be taking it again if it included intermediate algebra as a class! 

I really enjoyed the program. I think they do a really great job at trying to engage the students. I found the students at times were not engaging. 
Personally, I feel it should be made mandatory to have your camera on. Like being there in person. In real life this would not be acceptable. This is a 
pet peeve for me. 

I want the tutoring hours to expand more 

I would prefer prerecorded mindfulness videos which can be accessed any time rather than having them be a part of class time. 

I've noticed some people struggle to read cursive handwriting. 

If the homework is too heavy, then it is almost impossible to actually have time to review and retian what we just learned. I learn better  with less 
homework problems but more time to de each one and make notes. If I have 25 problems every two days, I am just sprinting on homework and not 
really retaining. It is a mad rush to just finish the problems.  It becomes so laborious that my brain shuts down and just goes rote. 

increasing the amount of MPS tutors in the center would reduce waiting time. 

It has been a life saver! I am so glad I stumbled on the MPS program 

It went well! 

love it. see you in the fall  

more scholarships & social media drawing campaigns 



MPS program is one of the best programs at De Anza I struggle so much in math, but the support from the program boost my confidence so much I 
am now able to understand the course work, but also be able to help tutor my fellow peers if they need help. Highly suggest to take MPS if you 
struggle in math, it will be the best decison of your life! 

none at the moment 

none, its great 

Nope I think we should have MPs for math1 math10 math12 and all the math because I think it’s very helpful and useful to us 

Nope, this was a huge help, i took 2 stats classes before and had a hard time. But, the mps program allowed me to understand this course better 

Reach out to students who are having issues more often to check up on them. Maybe they are going through something that they don't know how 
to handle and you can be of help. Some students just don't know how to ask for help so reaching out to them often offering help would help them 
out more to pass class. 

Support the counselors as much as possible! They are always extremely helpful! 

The program is very helpful and understanding 

they should maintain the way they way they share material which makes it easy to read 

Very helpful and loved it recommended everyone to do MPS program. 

very nice. Control over attendance if you want this to work for all the students 

Yes, add more math classes to the MPS program 
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